argüman

argument mapping platform
what is argüman?
argüman is the Turkish synonym of argument.
is a argument mapping platform.
so
what is
argument map?
visual representation method for critical thinking.
Apples and oranges can be compared

because

They are both fruits

**sender:**

skissor  
1 month ago

because

Everything can be compared

**sender:**

tuna  
2 hours ago

however

While they may both be a fruit, round, derive from the same taxonomical group, they are neither of the same color, they have differing levels of nutrients, vitamins and acidity, and come from wildly different parts of the world.

**sender:**

greentapir  
1 month ago
an example argument:

Plants should have the right to vote.
this is a supporter premise for argument:

because  score: 1

Plants are diverse living beings which inhabit every country on Earth. Politics affects them (Environmental policies, agricultural and technological development, transportation, etc.) in a very direct way and thus they should have a say.

sender:
matiloquillo  2 weeks ago
and this is an objective for argument

but

plants are not intelligent

sender: serventofgaben 3 weeks, 3 days ago
a however premise for the objection

but
-plants are not intelligent

sender:
serventofgaben 3 weeks, 3 days ago

however
-Some voting people are not intelligent too, intelligence is relative

sender:
tuna 2 weeks ago
and a rebuttal for an objection

- The right to vote is given to people, not organisms.
  - sender: prepkenile 1 month ago
  - 1 fallacy reported. Fallacy Of Is To Ought
  - 1 supporter.

- Humans are organisms
  - sender: marko_bohlo 3 weeks, 3 days ago
a fallacy

Plants cannot communicate with humans and vote in an eligible manner, nor can they assist in the right to govern. They should be granted, however, the right to assemble plant governments and restrict Venus fly-traps (also known scientifically as Trumptraps) from fucking everything up.

sender: madk3p  1 month ago

1 fallacy reported.
Prejudicial Language
and another fallacy
Plants should have the right to vote.

- They cannot express their vote in an eligible manner:
  - **Sender:** zourious 1 month ago

- The mutual intelligibility barrier between humans and plants makes it impossible to know whether the concept of democracy is supported by the plants:
  - **Sender:** raqk
  - **Original discourse:** Unspecified

- Plants have no proven sentience and ability to communicate their vote. As they are unable to vote -- and will never be able to vote -- there is no reason to give them the right to vote:
  - **Sender:** dad 1 month ago

- This will only open the floodgate to plant-based racism:
Socialism is preferred

Socialism

opposite with Capitalism
is a Managed Economy
is a Political Orientation

Arguments

Proponents of Socialism or Communism will predominantly argue under bad faith - because there are no compelling arguments but the end goal of access to free money/value subsidizes them in trying to demonize Capitalism relative to Socialism.

Socialism is more effective at poverty reduction and ensuring the meeting of basic needs than capitalism.

Both socialism and capitalism can function as economic systems when employed under adequate circumstances.

Socialism is more effective at poverty reduction and ensuring the meeting of basic needs than capitalism.
a semantic network between arguments

RELATED
ARGUMENTS

Democracy is a Political Orientation

Democracy would be improved if fewer people voted

There are now two kinds of Muslims; those who prefer governance through secular liberal democracy and those who prefer governance through Sharia law.

Most people are illogical, and democracy is a representation of some of the dumbest people.

Democracy in its current state is fundamentally flawed, as it grossly overestimates the knowledge an average voter has about the political climate and the consequences political actions may have in the long run.

Democracy is an outdated political system which fails to solve socioeconomic problems of the age.
a semantic network between arguments

Socialism

- opposite with Capitalism
- is a Managed Economy
- is a Political Orientation
  - Social Democracy
  - Fascism
  - Anarchism
  - Democracy
  - Communism
- whole of Communism
- add new relation
development
arguman.org is an open-source project.

github.com/arguman
572 commit
24 contributor
oct 2014 - nov 2015
3 language for now
english, turkish, and chinese
what we used?
python
django
textblob
nltk
unidecode
nginx
gunicorn
postgresql
mongodb
and WordNet for lexical dictionary.
statistics
14996 premises
1917 contentions
2895 fallacies
4384 users
thanks